The 2023 Hillwood Museum Shop Holiday Gift Guide

Make the Hillwood Museum Shop your one stop for gifts this holiday season. With jewelry, books, home décor, and more, there is something for everyone!

Shop ’til you drop in person (Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.), via phone (202.686.8510), or online.

For the Hillwood Fanatic

The Houses and Collections of Marjorie Merriweather Post: The Joy of It
Celebrate and explore philanthropist Marjorie Merriweather Post’s passion for her residences and personal collections in Hillwood’s newest publication, which reveals how the visionary Post oversaw elegant and well-run residences and amassed extraordinary collections of astounding beauty.

Do Not Disturb Eau du Parfum
Do Not Disturb, Hillwood’s second exclusive fragrance created with Molly Ray Parfums draws inspiration from fall at Hillwood, Marjorie Merriweather Post’s "private" season at the estate. Immerse yourself in the elegance, comfort, and magnificence of fall at Hillwood.

Ruby Marguerite Rooibos Tea
Enjoy this delightful rooibos tea blend, created exclusively for Hillwood, inspired by Marjorie Post’s ruby flower brooch. With flavors of lemon balm, milk thistle, lavender, and orange, it’s a dazzling addition to any tea chest.

For the Gardener

A Garden for All Seasons: Marjorie Merriweather Post’s Hillwood
Enter the garden paradise of Marjorie Merriweather Post’s Washington, D.C., estate in the first book on the history and design of the remarkable grounds.
**Garden Sign**
Mamie Eisenhower, wife of President Dwight D. Eisenhower, gave Marjorie Post a copy of the garden plaque that Eisenhower had designed for the rose garden at the White House in 1958, featuring the fourth stanza of the poem “The Lord God Planned a Garden” by Dorothy Frances Gurney.

**Greenhouse Ornament**
Add a bit of Hillwood to your tree with this new ornament inspired by the iconic greenhouse, featuring gorgeous blooms in miniature.

---

**For the Jewelry Connoisseur**

**Dahlia Flower Stud Earrings**
These fun and versatile dahlia studs are ideal for the modern, sophisticated romantic. Available in a range of colors, they add a perfect finishing touch to any outfit.

**Spectacular: Gems and Jewelry from the Merriweather Post Collection**
Enjoy an enthralling glimpse into Marjorie Post’s jewelry collection, one of the most remarkable, and intact, ever amassed. Learn about jewelry history and design through pieces from Cartier, Harry Winston, Van Cleef & Arpels, and more.

---

**For Kids**

**Farmer Kerri’s Veggie Paint Set**
**Woodland Memory & Matching Game**
Introduce your child to an immersive, natural world with Woodland Memory & Matching Game! Delve into the woods, meet new animal friends, and explore a range of new creatures.

---

**For the Fashionista**

**Bailey Poncho**
Feel the extraordinary comfort of this 100% acrylic oversized, loose turtleneck poncho, which will provide warmth and glamour through the colder months.

**Henrietta Faux Suede Gloves**
Keep your fingers warm and stay stylish at the same time with these elegant gloves that are the epitome of chic. Available in two colors!

---

**For the Host**

**Louis C. Tiffany Favrile Coaster Set**
Celebrated for his innovations in stained glass, Louis Comfort Tiffany embodied the artistic spirit of America’s Gilded Age. These handsome glass coasters showcase patterns adapted from four luminous Favrile glass objects in The Met collection.

**Mezcla Stemless Wine Glass Set**
Elevate their sipping experience with these beautiful and vibrantly colored wine glasses. Raise a glass in celebration with this set that comes luxuriously packaged and ready for gifting.
For the Art Lover

100 Colors – 50 Double-Sided Pencil Set
Unlock a world of imagination with a set of 100 artist-quality colors, each in a double-sided colored pencil.

Women in Art Puzzle
Celebrate 15 female artists in this fun and artistic puzzle, featuring icons such as Frida Kahlo and Georgia O’Keeffe. Complete with a poster for reference or decoration!

For Him

Bitter Orange and Pink Pepper Hair and Body Wash
This delightfully scented wash, featuring a mix of bright citrus and earthy pink pepper, will wake skin up, wash away grime, and leave them smelling like they spent a day in freshly mown meadows.

Men’s Bamboo Socks
Add a bit of whimsy to any outfit with swanky print bamboo socks—soft, comfortable, and perfect for any occasion. Choose from eight patterns!

For the Philanthropist

Blossom Blown Glass Ornament
Created by glass blowers in Cairo, these handmade glass ornaments are perfect for home décor or holiday decorations. Add an artisanal touch to their home while honoring an ancient technique.
Angel Ornament
These beautiful angel ornaments are created by master crafters from the Baavians area in the Karoo, within the World Heritage Site Baviaanskloof Mega Reserve, using all local and ethically sourced materials.

For the Person who Has Everything

Watercolor Throw by Kelly Harris Smith
Gift this unique throw to keep them warm all winter long. Featuring rows of watercolor brushstrokes in a design by artist Kelly Harris Smith, the piece is a truly eye-catching work of art.

Marjorie Tumbler Candle
Add the elegance of Hillwood to their home with a line of three signature scents inspired by Marjorie Post and the mansion and gardens at Hillwood. Each candle is branded with Post’s signature and created by local candle company Lita+Ro.

Do Not Disturb Sign
Marjorie Post always ensured she had ample sleep, installing this sign on all bedroom doors at Hillwood, where they remain today. Made exclusively for Hillwood, the sign features a decorative pattern when closed, and displays the instruction “Do Not Disturb – Resting” when open.